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Efficient kitchen management
WINNER BIZZ

Winner Bizz is a business  
management solution designed 
specifically to cater for the 
needs of kitchen retailers.
Manage all your shops and development projects  

in one efficient system. See – and act on – every  

step from sales through to installation, across 

numerous projects in one place.
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SAVE TIME WITH A SINGLE VIEW
Get a rapid view of how your shops and big projects are  
performing in one place. Report on and manage the sales, 
ordering and workforce across a number of jobs quickly  
and efficiently, without having to delve into each project.

SIMPLIFY YOUR DAILY MANAGEMENT
Our tool breaks projects down into scheduled tasks, with 
automatic reminders to help you and your teams manage 
the day-to-day easily. An intuitive user interface makes it 
easy to find what you need and complete your jobs quickly. 

MAKE MANAGEMENT MOBILE
Organise installers and fitters with calendars and assembly 
plans that sync direct to their phones. Pick up emails and 
essential documents while on the road, with information 
available anywhere you take your smartphone. 

CENTRALISE YOUR PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Manage bulk orders, invoices and workforce in one system. 
When working across shops or big projects, you can make  
it easy for your team to see and work on their specific tasks, 
such as ordering or invoicing, by having them grouped  
together in one place. 

MANAGE CUSTOMER PROJECTS EASIER
Ensure every project is managed smoothly with a customer 
management system designed for kitchen retailers. Manage 
customer communications, designs and projects for each 
customer centrally, making organising and picking up  
projects easy. Customised specifically for kitchen retailers, 
it does exactly what you need it to do. 

How it helps you

“Winner Bizz optimally supports us in kitchen  
 planning and order processing with its diverse  
	 tools	and	assistants.	Relevant	key	figures	can		
 be determined quickly and easily so that the  
	 need	for	action	can	be	reliably	identified	and		
 processed.“

 STEFAN KLEIN, SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR 
 KÜCHENHAUS SÜD GMBH, FRANKFURT

DIRECT INTEGRATION
All design, pricing and order information is passed  
directly from Winner Design, ensuring accuracy and  
removing the chance for error.

SUPPORT BY LOCAL EXPERTS
Receive full training right from the start, so that you can  
get the most out of your software. Local support is always  
available, with experts on call within three phone rings, 
ready to solve your queries in just one call.

KITCHEN RETAIL EXPERTS
Workflows and processes are designed specifically for  
kitchen retailers, so that you don’t have to spend the time 
and money on adapting other technology to suit your needs.

GET IN TOUCH
Call – 01509 611 677
Email – info.gb@compusoftgroup.com
Discover more: compusoftgroup.com/winner-bizz
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